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NWAF, INVEST NORTHWEST AND MISSION-RELATED INVESTING

NWAF’s investment in Invest Northwest is a mission-related investment (MRI). It explicitly seeks to further the foundation’s
mission while earning a competitive financial return.
NWAF created its mission-related investing and program-related investing initiatives in hopes of supporting a self-reinforcing framework that aligns its asset management and grant making while sustaining additional financial resources for achieving its mission.2
In the RFP seeking a manager for Invest Northwest, NWAF outlined five important beliefs that describe the intended social
impacts NWAF hoped to achieve through Invest Northwest. NWAF asserted that:3
• Equity capital is vital to the success and growth of small businesses;
• Equity capital is scarce and is needed across the region to allow businesses to expand – creating jobs and productive wealth
in communities;
• Companies receiving equity would provide substantial financial returns and also create jobs that pay livable wages and provide
benefits, worker training, and opportunities for career advancement;
• Providing critical entrepreneurial and managerial assistance and mentorship can jumpstart portfolio company development
even in the most economically distressed areas;
• Equity capital can be leveraged in a way that helps communities reduce poverty and create wealth in the region.
INVEST NORTHWEST INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Invest Northwest seeks to achieve a market rate of return through a strategy of investing in later stage companies with
established products, services, and markets. Investment in later stage companies provides Invest Northwest with a lower
risk profile while simultaneously providing significant opportunities for positive social outcomes and financial performance,
according to the fund’s manager. Invest Northwest also invests capital in a smaller number of growth opportunities or earlier
stage companies it believes will produce positive social and financial results.
Invest Northwest generally targets manufacturing, service, distribution, and technology companies with $10 million – $50 million in
sales. The median initial investment for the current group of portfolio companies is $500,000 and the average investment is $498,427.
Together with the Annie E. Casey Foundation, NWAF is committed to tracking the impacts of investments, dedicating significant
resources to the effort, and argues this
enables the foundation to understand
Invest Northwest funds are deployed by InvestAmerica, a private
what works and what doesn’t within
equity fund management group based within the eight-state region
their set of investments and how they
can most effectively leverage capital to
that has provided financing of over $100,000,000 to more than 120
further their mission.

companies since inception, in 1985.4 InvestAmerica was selected by

NWAF to manage Invest Northwest given the firm’s successful track
record and offices and investment history in the eight-state
region. InvestAmerica produces quarterly reports on the financial
performance of Invest Northwest and meets quarterly with NWAF to
review the financial performance of each individual portfolio company.
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Observations and Lessons Learned Managing the Invest Northwest Portfolio
InvestAmerica has examined hundreds of investment opportunities across the eight-state region as fund manager to Invest
Northwest, acquiring significant experience in mission-related investing. The following insights from InvestAmerica highlight
lessons from this work.
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES ARE RARE IN RURAL COMMUNITIES OR SMALL TOWNS AND POSE ADDITIONAL CHALLENGES

Businesses tend to locate outside of small towns or rural communities in the eight-state region and gravitate towards larger
regional centers with closer proximity to key suppliers, a larger base of workers, and access to important amenities such as
education, retail, health, and financial services. The absence of these important services has the potential to constrain business
growth and success. Companies may also encounter difficulties recruiting new management to these communities as candidates
may be reluctant to relocate their families to a small town or rural area. Companies located in these communities may also find
there are fewer buyers interested in purchasing their business for the same reasons.
REGIONAL CENTERS ARE FERTILE GROUND FOR INVESTMENT

Regional centers have proven to be promising areas for finding attractive investment opportunities. Regional centers are communities
with larger population centers (20,000-50,000 residents) and are typically located near a county seat that provides access to
education (community colleges, technical schools, etc.), basic retail, financial services, and health services (e.g. a hospital). Regional
centers provide employment opportunities for residents in town and from surrounding rural communities.
DEAL FLOW IN A CONSTRAINED GEOGRAPHY HINGES ON LOCAL PRESENCE AND KNOWLEDGE

The eight-state region has a population of 20 million and thousands of businesses located throughout the area. However, without
local knowledge, an understanding of the communities of the eight-state region, and local relationships and networks, it would be
difficult to source a sufficient number of prospective deals in order to make an investment like INW successful. InvestAmerica has
invested time, energy, and capital into the eight-state region and has identified deals through its local on-the-ground presence,
history and experience in the region.
MANAGEMENT IS A KEY DETERMINANT IN THE SUCCESS OF INW PORTFOLIO COMPANY INVESTMENTS

Strong INW portfolio company management has ensured that businesses have survived and thrived following the economic
downturn and is an especially important determinant of success. InvestAmerica seeks strong management teams that are
honest, compatible –through strong working relationships and an aligned set of goals – and have the ability and knowledge to
position a company to be financially successful. The three companies that have failed in the INW portfolio have been deficient
in one or more of these areas. The six companies that have succeeded have had strong management teams in place that have
followed and met the goals established at investment, reaching a point of exit with good financial returns.
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CONCLUSION
Invest Northwest has met the impact objectives for the fund established by NWAF. Across eight years of measurement, Invest
Northwest has benefitted the communities of Idaho, Iowa, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, and
Washington. The INW portfolio has delivered noteworthy social impacts including employment growth, steadily rising wages,
and benefit levels that surpass regional and national benchmarks during a time when businesses nationwide have struggled to
recover from the recent recession.
Much can be learned from Invest Northwest, including the manner in which social impact evaluation can be designed to replicate
financial reporting. Few organizations currently collect, analyze, and report on a set of social outcomes data that is as
comprehensive as INW’s; a practice made possible through the support of especially committed investors like NWAF and the
Annie E. Casey Foundation.
Key observations and findings over the past eight years of analysis of the INW portfolio include:
>>Infusion of equity has been a valuable resource for INW portfolio companies and has facilitated growth in company operations,
creating a significant number of new jobs.
>>The eight-state region is a sufficiently large market for generating investment opportunities, with InvestAmerica identifying
and investing in 20 companies for the INW portfolio leveraging its local presence, networks, and long-standing relationships.
PCV InSight research has demonstrated that, when a target geography for investment is defined too narrowly, deal flow and
investable opportunities become more scarce, jeopardizing the potential for achieving financial returns and social outcomes.
>>Achieving targeted social outcomes in communities that are especially diverse or underserved through private equity
investment, while not an explicit objective of Invest Northwest, has been more difficult. Invest Northwest’s strategy of investing
in later stage companies has tended to favor more established markets that closely reflect the overarching socioeconomic
characteristics of the eight-state region, which is less diverse and underserved than other parts of the U.S.
>>It is difficult to assign causality when analyzing Invest Northwest’s investments and their particular social outcomes, including
wage increases, benefit levels, opportunities for training, and employment growth. However in comparing the social
impacts of the INW portfolio to the performance of the private sector more broadly, it is clear that access to capital has been
a vital factor in the growth and expansion (and associated social benefits) of many INW portfolio companies.
>>Tracking of non-financial performance over time is especially important given the dynamic nature of business and the need for
companies to respond to changing market conditions. Companies often move headquarters and operating locations, increase
and decrease employment, or improve or trim benefit offerings, all within the course of a year. In order to best account for
this flux and most accurately capture social outcomes, it is necessary to track impacts on a regular basis in order to
understand and respond to the sustained social outcomes resulting from investment.
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ABOUT THIS RESEARCH
This white paper represents an important exercise in transparency, contributing concrete data to the field of impact investing24
at a critical juncture, and building on companion projects focused on disclosure, including Impact Investing 2.0, an initiative
led by PCV InSight alongside CASE at Duke University and ImpactAssets.25 Utilizing longitudinal data from eight annual
evaluations of the Invest Northwest portfolio this white paper is made possible by NWAF’s and the Annie E. Casey
Foundation’s continued commitment to rigorous and consistent impact evaluation. As with all research projects, the intention
of the white paper is to raise as many questions in readers’ minds as it answers. However, we hope that through sharing this
white paper NWAF’s and the Annie E. Casey Foundation’s approach to measurement through Invest Northwest can serve as
a guide for others as they seek to track and measure impact.

APPENDIX
1.

Measurement of the Invest Northwest Portfolio

2.

Invest Northwest Financial Performance

3.

Maps - Invest Northwest Company Headquarters and Facility Locations
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MEASUREMENT OF THE INVEST NORTHWEST PORTFOLIO
For over eight years, PCV InSight has tracked the social outcomes of the INW portfolio through annual data collection
and reporting efforts. PCV InSight utilizes Impact and Reporting Investment Standards (IRIS) metrics where possible.
The reporting designed by PCV InSight seeks to mirror traditional financial reporting by utilizing longitudinal
data to reflect performance over time, comparisons to a baseline and external benchmarks, disclosure of calculations,
methodologies, and definitions, and timely release and update of information. PCV InSight’s reporting also provides
important independent third-party verification to NWAF and the Annie E. Casey Foundation ensuring social impact results are
unbiased and accurate.26
Measurement and reporting of the social outcomes of the INW portfolio is highly customized and leverages a decade of
experience measuring non-financial performance of private equity investments.
PCV InSight’s data collection and reporting utilizes one-time data reporting at time of investment and ongoing annual data
collection. Data collection for INW portfolio companies is designed to be detailed yet practical and non-burdensome, capturing
all necessary information for understanding social outcomes while being as non-intrusive as possible for the companies
providing data.
Data reporting at time of investment includes company headquarters location and employee totals: salaried, non-salaried, fulltime, and part-time. This subset of the reporting process is intended to create a baseline that can be compared against
subsequent annual datasets by capturing the state of the company prior to it receiving investment. Comparison to baseline
allows for examination of the company and portfolio both pre-investment and post-investment.
PCV InSight’s annual data collection and reporting for Invest Northwest is comprised of a short annual survey in addition to a
worksheet for companies to provide employee wage and residential zip code data. Wage and residence data is collected from
companies for each individual employee. Through continued collection of data on the following metrics PCV InSight is able to
analyze and report the social returns or social outcomes of the INW portfolio longitudinally:
>>Company headquarters location
>>Location of other company facilities
>>Employee totals, including those working within and outside the eight-state region
>>Number of full-time and part-time employees
>>Number of salaried and hourly employees
>>Benefits-description, eligibility, enrollment
• Healthcare
• Retirement
>>Opportunities for advancement/training
>>Community involvement
>>Alternative employment arrangements
• Contracted Labor
• Furloughs / reduced work hours
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The review and analysis of social outcomes includes external benchmarks. These benchmarks utilize publicly available data
from sources including, but not limited to, the United States Census Bureau, United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Poverty in America project. Both national and regional benchmarks specific
to the eight-state region and the communities in which INW portfolio companies reside are selected, allowing for targeted
comparisons against Invest Northwest social outcomes data.
The final report describing the social outcomes of the INW portfolio is distributed annually to both NWAF and the Annie E.
Casey Foundation, the funders of this research. The report details all calculations, methodologies, and definitions ensuring the
methods for analysis are completely transparent and replicable. Report findings are also presented annually before the NWAF
Investment Committee.

INVEST NORTHWEST FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
June 30, 2014

INW, LP, FINANCIAL STATUS
1. FUND LIFECYCLE STATUS
A. First Closing
		 August 17, 2004
B. Investment Period
		 August 17, 2004
To
		 February 28, 2012
C. Harvest Period
		 March 1, 2012
To
(i) September 2015 (End of Partnership)
(ii) Fund life may be extended by the General Partner for up to two one year periods.
2. CAPITALIZATION SUMMARY – 6/30/14
A. Total Capital Committed by LPs and GP
		$15,353,535
B. Total Capital Contributed
$13,135,153
C. Cumulative Distributions – 6/30/14
$6,747,273 (51.4% of Contributed Capital)
D. Actual Distributions in 2014
June 18, 2014 - $400,000
Total 2014 Actual Distributions $400,000
Total Cumulative Actual Distributions $6,747,273 (51.4% of Contributed Capital)
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FOOTNOTES
A New Journey: Aligning Investment with Mission at the Northwest Area Foundation; NWAF publication, page 4.
Ibid.
3
Northwest Area Foundation Mission Related Venture Capital Initiative Request for Proposal, September 2003.
4
http://www.investamericaventure.com/funds/
5
Three companies are located (27%) in zip codes that are over 50% rural based upon U.S. Census Bureau data.
A rural community is defined as an area that encompasses all population, housing, and territory not included within an urban area. An urban area is
defined as an area that comprises a densely settled core of census tracts and/or census blocks that meet minimum population density requirements,
along with adjacent territory containing non-residential urban land uses as well as territory with low population density included to link outlying
densely settled territory with the densely settled core. To qualify as an urban area, the territory identified according to criteria must encompass at
least 2,500 people, at least 1,500 of which reside outside institutional group quarters.
6
Three of the 11 active portfolio companies (27%) are headquartered in a low- to moderate-income census tract. A census tract is defined as low- to
moderate-income if the census tract’s median family income is less than 80% of the area median family income. Federal Financial Institutions Exami
nation Council. http://www.ffiec.gov/
7
Three INW portfolio companies are headquartered in counties where the unemployment rate is higher than the United States rate of 6.7%. Based on
Bureau of Labor Statistics. December 2013. Unemployment Rate, National Population Survey.
8
Bureau of Labor Statistics (change measured from 12/07 – 12/13) Employment Statistics, National Population Survey.
9
Bureau of Labor Statistics (change measured from 12/11 – 12/13) Employment Statistics, National Population Survey.
10
IRIS metric ID OI9677 is used for tracking INW portfolio employee wages.
11
Bureau of Labor Statistics. May 2013. National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates.
12
Each employee’s wage is compared to the living wage for one adult with no children and one adult with one child in that employee’s company location.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Poverty in America project calculates a “living wage,” the income level at which a person can cover
all expenses without making significant tradeoffs that compromise well-being. The MIT calculations account for the presence (or absence) of children in
the household, in part by including or excluding child care expenses. MIT also includes expenditures for medical costs (such as insurance co-pays) in
its calculations. MIT’s living wage data is available at the city/town level. See http://livingwage.mit.edu/
13
According to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Poverty in America project, the cost of housing and childcare for families with children
exceeds all other expenses. This helps explain how the cost of supporting one adult and one child is greater than that of supporting two adults.
14
A New Journey: Aligning Investment with Mission at the Northwest Area Foundation; NWAF publication.
15
National Compensation Survey: Employee Benefits in Private Industry in the U.S., March 2013 at http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/ebs2.pdf
16
Ibid.
17
While all companies, but one, offer retirement benefits to both salaried and hourly employees, not all salaried or hourly employees at these companies
may be offered benefits.
18
National Compensation Survey: Employee Benefits in Private Industry in the U.S., March 2013 at http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/ebs2.pdf
19
Data from the 2010 U.S. Census. The population share that is white (87% for the eight-state region, 75% for the U.S.) considers the total number of
people who reported White, whether or not they reported any other race. Thus, 13% of the eight-state region population and 25% of the U.S. population
is considered non-white and did not report White as a race option.
20
Companies that have fewer than 100 employees are not required by the Federal Government to report on the race/ethnicity of its employees. U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, http://www.eeoc.gov/employers/eeo1survey/faq.cfm.
21
The diversity index represents the likelihood that two persons, chosen at random from the same area, belong to different races or ethnic groups. The
diversity index ranges from 0 (no diversity) to 100 (complete diversity). For example, the diversity score for the U.S. is 60, which means there is a 60
percent probability that two people randomly chosen from the U.S. population would belong to a different race or ethnic group. http://goto.arcgison
line.com/maps/Demographics/USA_Diversity_Index
22
IRIS, 2013. (OI8266) Employees Residing in Low-Income Areas. v.2.2. An area is defined as Low- to Moderate-Income if it meets one of the following
criteria:
• The median income is at or below 80% of the area median income
• At least 20% of the population meets the federal definition of poverty
• The unemployment rate is at least 1.5 times the national average
23
US Census 2000 and 2010. Summary File 1, urban and rural file. The Census Bureau’s urban areas represent densely developed territory and encom
pass residential, commercial, and other nonresidential urban land uses. The Census Bureau identifies two types of urban areas: “urbanized areas” of
50,000 or more people and “urban clusters” of at least 2,500 and less than 50,000 people. “Rural” encompasses all population, housing and territory,
not included within an urban area.
24
Impact investments are investments made with the intention to generate a measurable social and environmental impact alongside a financial return.
25
The Impact Investing 2.0 project seeks to supplant the guess work and conjecture in impact investing with solid evidence of high performance and,
in the process, expose the concrete practices of outstanding funds for use as a foundation for a more sophisticated and successful market. http://
www.pacificcommunityventures.org/impinv2/
26
Ben Thornley & Colby Dailey, “Building Scale in Community Impact Investment through Nonfinancial Performance Measurement”, Community
Development Investment Review, December 2010, Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, http://www.frbsf.org/community-development/files/
Thornley_Dailey.pdf
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